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BOSS RELEASES KATANA-MINI GUITAR AMPLIFIER 
Portable Battery-Powered Amp with Top-Quality Sound and Response 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hamamatsu, Japan, June 23, 2017 — BOSS has released the Katana-Mini, the latest addition to 
the Katana guitar amplifier series. Since their introduction in 2016, Katana amps have received 
accolades for their class-defying sound, authentic tube response, onboard effects, and great value. 
Portable, battery-powered, and very affordable, the Katana-Mini makes serious Katana tone 
accessible to everyone from bedroom players and home hobbyists to traveling and recording 
guitarists.     
 
The Katana-Mini features a multi-stage analog gain circuit that produces a wide range of highly 
expressive sounds. Inspired by BOSS’s flagship Waza amp, the Brown setting delivers refined high-
gain tones sought by the world’s greatest rock players. Crunch provides overdrive that’s ideal for 
rock rhythms and bluesy solos, while Clean offers crisp, sparkling tone with big dynamic response. 
Also included is a three-band analog tone stack for sound shaping, plus a tape-style delay for 
ambience.    
 
Thanks to BOSS’s comprehensive design approach, the Katana-Mini produces rich, full sound from 
a modest footprint. The amp weighs just under three pounds, and sits easily on a tabletop or shelf. 
And with the comfortable integrated handle and battery operation, it’s convenient to grab the 
Katana-Mini and travel to all types of indoor and outdoor destinations. 
 
The Katana-Mini is equipped with a Phones/Rec Out with cabinet voicing, providing polished tone 
for silent practice and recording applications. The amp is also equipped with an Aux In jack for 
jamming along with music from a smartphone or other playback device.         
 
To learn more about the Katana-Mini, visit www.boss.info. 
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About BOSS 
BOSS, a division of Roland Corporation, has achieved legendary status among guitarists by offering 
a diverse, world-leading product lineup that includes compact effects processors, multi-effects 
processors, digital recorders, rhythm machines, metronomes, tuners, and more. For more 
information, visit www.boss.info. 
 
 
About Roland Corporation 
Roland Corporation is a leading manufacturer and distributor of electronic musical instruments, 
including keyboards and synthesizers, guitar products, electronic percussion, amplifiers, audio and 
recording products, vocal products, and professional audio and video products. With more than 40 
years of musical instrument development, Roland sets the standard in music technology for the 
world to follow. For more information, visit Roland.com. 
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